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Preface

Nuclear power plants must be able to remove the residual heat from the nuclear fuel
after the plant trip when the turbine island no longer consumes the generated steam,
and on the long term when the plant is in the shutdown states.
The spent fuel stored in the plant area must be cooled at all times.

• Loviisa NPP safety systems rely on seawater cooling
• Seawater cooling systems can be vulnerable to freezing, fouling or other external

pollutants (e.g. oil)
• Project to implement the cooling towers to power plant as an additional ultimate

heat sink was approved in 2012
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Design

• Wide range of cooling requirements
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Design

• Other requirements/basis:
– Simplicity
– Personal safety
– Cost effectiveness
– Ease of use
– Weather protection, protection against extreme weather conditions
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Design

• Two cooling towers for each plant unit
• One tower is used for removing decay heat from the reactor, the other for

removing decay heat from the spent fuel pools as well as for cooling off other
equipment critical for safety.

• The cooling towers are connected to existing systems of Loviisa NPP. One cooling
tower is connected in reserve residual heat removal system RR and the other
cooling tower is connected to intermediate component cooling system TF in each
unit.
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Design
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Design
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Implementation
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Implementation
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Design: GEA EGI Contracting/Engineering Co. Ltd



Implementation
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Implementation
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• Challenges:
– Heavy lifts in difficult circumstances
– Capasity testing
– Avoidance of corrosion and contamination

• Good practices
– Lisencing documentation
– Preassembly and pretesting (FAT)
– Flushing and drying of the towers

• Accomplisments:
– Classification EYT/STUK
– Good feedback from operation personnel
– Validation of cooling tower dynamic model



Conclusion

• The project to implement the cooling towers to power plant was approved in 2012.
The erection works were finished in February 2015, and tower was taken into
operation during year 2015

• With the cooling tower, the plant ultimate heat sink can be assured in most
extreme conditions.

• By implementing the cooling towers, the total plant core melt risk is reduced by
16% for all operating stages in both units.
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Thank You!
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